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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 The Commission 

1.1.1 In September 2016 Lingard Styles was commissioned to undertake a Landscape 

and Visual Appraisal (LVA) on behalf of Hughes Architects to identify potential 

impacts of a proposed residential development off Brecon Road, Builth Wells, 

Powys. 

1.2 The Proposed Development and Landscape Mitigation Plan 

1.2.1 The Proposed Development is described in the planning application submission 

and consists of 40 dwellings, consisting of a mix of bungalows, semi-detached 

houses and detached houses. located on the edge of the settlement of Builth 

Wells. Associated elements include internal access roads, pavements, car 

parking, garden areas and planting.  The housing and church will be accessed via 

a proposed shared entrance from the B4520 Brecon Road.  For further details 

information refer to the `planning application submission.  

1.2.2 A landscape mitigation plan (ref: 2916-001) also accompanies the planning 

application submission and includes proposed areas of tree and hedge planting 

to provide screening and structure, as well as identifying retained landscape 

elements.  This plan will be referred to as required throughout the appraisal.  

1.3 The Site and Study Area 

1.3.1 The Site covers part of pasture field and has an area of ~2.3ha and is identified 

in Figure 1.  The Study Area is also shown on Figure 1 and encompasses an area 

of ~1km radius from the boundary of the Site and adapted to include a local hill 

(Garth). Following a desktop study, a visit to the Site and Study Area were 

undertaken on the 10th October 2016. The Site and Study Area are described in 

Sections 3.1 and 3.2.   

1.4 Methodology 

1.4.1 The LVA assesses the likely impacts of the Proposed Development on the 

landscape and visual resource of the area.  The methodology applied is 

described in Appendix 1 and has been informed by the Guidelines for Landscape 

and Visual Assessment, Third Edition (GLVIA3), published by the Landscape 

Institute. 

1.4.2 This report consists of the following sections: 

 Section 2: Planning Context, which provides an outline of the 

planning context; 

 Section 3: Baseline, which provides a review of the existing 

landscape and visual baseline within the Study Area; 
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 Section 4: Types of Effects, which summarises types of 

construction and operational effects. 

 Section 5: Landscape Assessment, which records the 

outcomes of the assessment of the likely effects the 

Proposed Development will have on the baseline landscape 

resource and character of the Study Area; 

 Section 6: Visual Assessment, which records the outcomes 

of the assessment of the likely effects the Proposed 

Development will have on a range of visual receptors 

identified within the Study Area; 

 Section 7: Conclusions    

1.4.3 All distances in this assessment are approximate, as denoted by the symbol ~ in 

this report. 
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2. PLANNING CONTEXT 

2.1 National Planning Policy Wales 

2.1.1 Planning Policy Wales (Edition 8, January 2016) sets out the land use planning 

policies  of the Welsh Government, and seeks to conserve and improve natural 

heritage, including landscape.  The following extract pertains to landscapes:  

5.5.1 Biodiversity and landscape considerations must be taken into 

account in determining individual applications and contributing to the 

implementation of specific projects. The effect of a development 

proposal on the wildlife or landscape of any area can be a material 

consideration. In such instances and in the interests of achieving 

sustainable development it is important to balance conservation 

objectives with the wider economic needs of local businesses and 

communities. Where development does occur it is important to ensure 

that all reasonable steps are taken to safeguard or enhance the 

environmental quality of land.  

2.2 Unitary Development Plan 

2.2.1 The Powys Unitary Development Plan: 2001-2016 was formally adopted on 1st 

March 2010, and sets out guidance for determining planning applications 

through 2016. The following policy is of particular relevance to landscape and 

visual matters: 

ENV2 – Safeguarding the Landscape 

Proposals for the development and use of land should take account of 

the high quality of the landscape throughout Powys and be appropriate 

and sensitive to the character and surrounding landscape. Where 

appropriate, account will also need to be taken of the special qualities 

or reasons for designation of the Brecon Beacons and Snowdonia 

National Parks. Proposals which are acceptable in principle should:   

1. Contain appropriate measures to ensure satisfactory 

integration into the landscape;  

2. Not unacceptably adversely affect features of importance 

for nature conservation or amenity; and 

3. Not result in significant damage to ancient and semi-

natural woodlands and should seek to conserve native 

woodlands, trees and hedgerows. 

2.3 Powys  Local Development Plan 

2.3.1 The Powys Local Development Plan (2011-2026) (LDP) has been prepared and is 

undergoing Examination, although following a suspension a further 

consultation is being undertaken at the time of writing.  Although the LDP is not 
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yet adopted, its policies of particular relevance to landscape and visual matters 

are noted below:   

Policy DM1 – Strategic Planning Matters: 

All proposals for development must not compromise, or unacceptably 

adversely affect, either on their own or in combination with existing or 

approved development:[the following, including]… the characteristics 

and special qualities of Powys landscape (as defined by LANDMAP) and 

adjacent protected landscapes (National Parks and Areas of 

Outstanding Natural Beauty) and the visual amenity enjoyed by users of 

those areas. 
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3. BASELINE 

3.1 Description of the Site and immediate environs. 

3.1.1 Internal Site views are shown in Appendix 3.  

3.1.2 The Site occupies the western and central part of a larger single pasture field.  

Within the field are a number of mature trees, including several oaks and a 

horse chestnut.  It should be noted that boundary trees are subject to Tree 

Preservation Orders. For more details of trees refer to the Tree Survey 

accompanying the planning application. Within the north-eastern part of the 

Site is an area of soft rushes.   

3.1.3 Access to the Site is currently via a field gate in the north-western corner which 

provides access from the B4520 Brecon Road.   

3.1.4 The Site slopes from its western edge down to its eastern edge to form an east-

facing slope.  The highest point of the Site is at ~180m AOD in its south-western 

corner, the lowest point of the Site is at ~150m AOD on its eastern boundary 

which coincides with the point where the field beyond the Site becomes more 

level further east.  

3.1.5 The northern boundary of the Site is marked by a post and wire fence and mixed 

hedges which form garden boundaries to the neighbouring Hill View residential 

development.  The western boundary of the Site is marked by a dense native 

hedgerow of ~1.5-2m height, on the other side of which is the B4520 Brecon 

Road.  The southern boundary of the Site is marked by a dense native hedgerow 

between ~1.5m and 3.5m in height which is followed by electricity pylons 

carried by timber H-poles.  Beyond the southern boundary are further pasture 

fields.  The eastern boundary of the Site is open as the pasture field continues 

to the east where there is a defunct hedge and areas of trees and scrub.   
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3.2 Description of the Study Area 

Topography 

3.2.1 Topography can be seen in Figure 2.  The topography of the Study Area is 

predominantly undulating, consisting of hills and valleys. Garth (referred to as 

Garth Hill within this appraisal) is a pronounced hill located to the west of the 

Site and is the highest point within the Study Area; its peak is at ~280mAOD and 

is ~1km from the Site.  The lowest points of the Study Area is at ~120m AOD 

where the River Wye and its flood plain passes through the northern edge of 

the Study Area.  Gloew Brook flows north through the Study Area forming a 

small valley and passes ~100m west of the Site at its closest point.  

Land Use and Vegetation 

3.2.2 Farming dominates the land use within the Study Area with the majority being 

pasture fields of small to medium size typically with semi-regular boundaries 

consisting of hedgerows. The built form of Builth Wells in the northern part of 

the Study Area is also of note, as are a number of small areas of deciduous 

woodland . 

Settlement Pattern 

3.2.3 The town of Builth Wells is the main settlement within the Study Area and is 

adjacent to the northern boundary of the Site and occupies the majority of the 

northern third of the Study Area. A small number of more isolated homes and 

farmsteads occupy parts of the remainder of the Study Area, typically associated 

with roads and lanes that extend south of Builth Wells.   

 Transport Network 

3.2.4 Builth Wells acts as a hub for the intersection of a number of notable A-roads, 

including the A483 and A470 that pass through the northern edge of the Study 

Area.  A number of more minor roads run south from Builth Wells through the 

Study Area. The B4520 Brecon Road extends south from Builth Wells, past the 

western boundary of the Site.  The minor Newry Road is ~150m to the east of 

the Site at its closest point and is a single lane that runs broadly parallel to the 

B4520 Brecon Road, following the valley of Gloew Brook.   

3.2.5 No operational railway lines pass through the Study Area. 

Public Access 

3.2.6 The Study Area has a number of Public Rights of Way (PRoWs), typically 

associated with the River Wye and Builth Wells and connecting minor roads and 

farmsteads. The PRoW network connects with minor roads and together these 

form a moderately dense access network. 

3.2.7 As can be seen  Figure 1, one long distance walking trail, namely the Wye Valley 

Walk which has a total length of ~218km and  passes through the Study Area, 
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passing through Builth Wells and then along Newry Road where closest to the 

Site.  The Wye Valley Walk ~150m east of the Site at its closest point.  

3.2.8 A Road Used as Public Path (RUPP) known as Cnwc-y-llo Road extends south 

from Builth Wells and is ~350m east of the Site at its closest point. A Public Right 

of Way of approximately 1km length extends up the southern side of Garth Hill 

and provides access to the top where there is a trig point. Garth Hill features an 

area of Open Access Land which is ~700m east of the Site at its closest point. 

3.2.9 Two Sustrans National Routes of the National Cycle Network pass through the 

northern edge of the Study Area, namely Route 43 and Route 8.  Both routes 

pass through the centre of Builth Wells at their closest points to the Site.   
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3.3 Landscape Character 

LANDMAP 

3.3.1 LANDMAP is the formally adopted five-tiered landscape classification system 

developed by the Countryside Council for Wales (now Natural Resources Wales) 

and forms the basis of the landscape evaluation for this assessment.  

3.3.2 The LANDMAP system has created geographically defined datasets called 

Aspect Areas for each of the following criteria: 

 Cultural Landscapes; 

 Geological Landscapes; 

 Historical Landscapes; 

 Landscape Habitats; 

 Visual & Sensory Landscapes. 

3.3.3 For each Aspect Area in each criterion, a pre-defined set of questions has been 

answered by a LANDMAP assessor, which creates the characterization and 

evaluation of the area.  The Overall Evaluation of the Aspect Area is key to 

understanding its value in terms of sensitivity, rarity or importance (depending 

on which criteria is considered), and is used to determine which areas are to be 

considered as receptors in an LVIA assessment.  

3.3.4 The Overall Evaluation used by LANDMAP is:  

 Low - of little or no importance; 

 Moderate - of some local importance; 

 High - of regional or county importance; 

 Outstanding - of national or international importance. 
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Visual and Sensory Aspect Areas 

3.3.5 Visual and Sensory Aspect Areas (VSAAs) within the Study Area are shown on 

Figure 3 and identified below. 

LANDMAP 

Unique ID 

LANDMAP Area Name Scenic 

Quality 

VS46 

Character 

evaluation 

VS48 

Overall 

evaluation 

VS50 

BRCKNVS529 Wye Valley Slopes Outstanding Outstanding Outstanding 

BRCKNVS684 Builth Wells Moderate Moderate Moderate 

BRCKNVS731 Duhonw Valley High High High 

BRCKNVS004 Wye Valley High High High 

BRCKNVS160 River Wye Null Null Null 

BRCKNVS503 Irfon Valley East Moderate Moderate Moderate 

RDNRVS141 Wye floor, south of 

Rhayader 

Null Null Null 

RDNRVS167 River Wye Outstanding Outstanding Outstanding 

3.3.6 Descriptions taken from the LANDMAP pro-formas of those VSAA taken 

forwards into the assessment are provided below: 

 BRCKNVS529 Wye Valley Slopes 

3.3.7 LANDMAP Summary Description:  Varied, settled upland valley sides running 

from hills and plateau to the west at around 240m - 400m AOD down to the Wye 

Valley floor at around 100m AOD. The valley sides which are steep in places are 

punctuated by tribrutary valleys and prominent landform such as the Garth, 

near Builth Wells, there are also some rocky outcrops. The majority of the valley 

sides are pastoral mosaic with strong mature deciduous tree cover in the form 

of woodland and overgrown boundaries. Some of the oak dominant woodland 

is grazed resulting in attractive through views. This woodland is often 

complemented by coniferous elements. Further south, coniferous forest forms a 

strong block at Llangoed Wood. The woodland block further south of Llyswen is 

a particularly important and prominent feature, defining the valley edge. 

Bracken and scrub is encroaching in many areas, particularly upper slopes and 

on common areas such as Twmpath. Settlement is rural in character and located 

primarily on the A470 (such as Erwood) although there is a scattering of 

farmsteads on the valley sides. The A470 affects the tranquillity in parts. 

Panoramic views are possible along the valley. The Wye Valley walk passes 

through the area. 

 BRCKNVS684 Builth Wells 

3.3.8 LANDMAP Summary Description:  The town is set on the banks of the River Wye 

at an important crossing point. The traditional core of the town runs west from 

the bridge and from the castle, which sits on the slope to the rear of the High 

Street. 19th and 20th century expansion has been mainly further west due to the 

topography above the river floodplain and avoiding the steeper slopes. The 

relationship with Wye is positive by the bridge, where significant buildings abut 

the river, although to the west the relationship with the river is interrupted by 
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car parking and the exposure of backs of properties in an untidy and less 

cohesive part of the town. The most coherent edge of the town is to the east 

where well built turn of the century houses line the road and the river floodplain 

is visible and relatively unspoilt. The town cumulatively is creeping up the slopes 

to the south. The River Irfon forms a natural boundary to the town to the west. 

The expansion over the Wye (outside the study area) is primarily commercial. 

 BRCKNVS731 Duhonw Valley 

3.3.9 LANDMAP Summary Description:  Enclosed landscape centred on Dunhonw 

Valleys and isolated areas of upland (e.g. Moelfre) at 440m AOD, running down 

to 140m AOD. The area is a varied pastoral, well-managed landscape with 

substantial hedgerows and deciduous woodland cover, the later often 

associated with steep slopes and watercourses. The mosaic is enhanced by the 

settlement pattern of scattered farmsteads and hamlet Llandewir cwm with its 

attractive church. The area is tranquil with only one minor through B-road. Long 

views are possible at various points on the valley sides and hill tops both down 

the valley and to surrounding upland and the Wye and Irfon in the distance. 

 BRCKNVS004 Wye Valley 

3.3.10 LANDMAP Summary Description:  Flat floodplain of the River Wye which runs 

gradually from around 130mAOD near Builth Wells to around 80mAOD around 

Hay on Wye. The river meanders more further south. The floodplain varies in 

width from a narrow field to several large fields and other watercourses and 

waterbodies reinforce the influence of water on this landscape which is 

periodically flooded. The agriculture is primarily pastoral with some arable and 

is generally well managed. The valley bottom is generally fairly open with low 

cut hedges or fences although this reduces to the north... Orchards and clumps 

of mature trees are found in places and also small settlements such as Llyswen 

break up the sweep of the valley. This is a comfortable, sheltered and settled 

landscape which is generally unspoilt. The main roads reduce the tranquillity of 

the area... There are pleasant views to surrounding hills and valleys sides. 

 BRCKNVS160 River Wye 

3.3.11 LANDMAP Summary Description:  The Wye is a strong landscape feature which 

forms a major part of the eastern boundary to Brecknockshire. The major 

settlements in the north of the county are associated with crossing points (such 

as Builth Wells, and Hay on Wye). It is a strong landscape feature which changes 

in character along its course. In some areas it meanders along a wide low valley 

and flood plain while in others it passes through narrow valleys. Banks vary from 

low pasture edges to steep wooded river cliffs. Riparian vegetation of trees form 

a strong feature sometimes screening the river from view. The river bed and 

character of water change depending on gradient - the river has shallow rapids 

in parts and deep stiller areas. The river is used for recreation - salmon fishing 

and canoeing. 
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 BRCKNVS503 Irfon Valley East 

3.3.12 3.3.11 LANDMAP Summary Description:  Extensive gently undulating pastoral 

river valley and hill landscape centred on River Irfon and River Chwefri and their 

tributaries. Elevation runs between 330mAOD to the north west and 150mAOD 

to the south east... Field sizes are generally medium with some small, enclosed 

by hedges- a mixture of outgrown and trimmed. Deciduous woodland is found 

particularly in riparian corridors [which are among the most distinctive 

landscapes] but also on in belts and copses and on steeper slopes. Coniferous 

woodland is also a feature, with a concentration along the Irfon valley... The 

woodland cover encloses the landscape but views of the surrounding upland are 

possible as a backcloth to the area. Settlement is generally scattered farmsteads 

but there is some concentration in linear development along the A483 which, 

with the railway, forms a transport corridor which is rather less tranquil than the 

rest of the area... There are some minor detractors on the road... Though an 

upland valley, the area is essentially a settled landscape, particularly around the 

south. 

 RDNRVS141 Wye floor, south of Rhayader 

3.3.13 LANDMAP Summary Description:  Long sinuous area forming extensive part of 

south-west boundary of county, consisting of the eastern half of Wye Valley 

bottom, from Rhayader to Trevicket Bridge. Large, fast-flowing river with rapids 

and pools, is glimpsed and forms focal point from main roads alongside. Flat, 

fertile valley floor with meandering tree lined river and lower slopes, regular 

shaped improved pastures and hay meadows enclosed by trimmed hedges. 

There are several roadside villages and hamlets, and the showground at 

Llanelwedd making this a relatively busy part of the county. Although falling to 

110m at southern end, this area is classified as upland because it passes through 

significantly higher land on either side for much of its course. 
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Cultural Landscape Aspect Areas 

3.3.14 Cultural Landscape Aspect Areas (CLAAs) within the Study Area are shown on 

Figure 4. 

Table 2 Cultural Landscape Aspect Areas 

LANDMAP 

Unique ID 

LANDMAP Area Name LANDMAP 

Rarity 

(CL33) 

LANDMAP 

Group 

Value 

(CL35) 

LANDMAP 

Overall 

Evaluation 

(CL40) 

BRCKNCL597 

Wye Valley 

(Brecknockshire) Unassessed Outstanding Outstanding 

BRCKNCL421 Builth Wells Outstanding High Outstanding 

RDNRCL006 

Wye Valley 

(Radnorshire) Low High Outstanding 

3.3.15 The Site is located within the following CLAA, which is described below: 

 BRCKNCL597 Wye Valley 

3.3.16 LANDMAP summary description: Natural scenically and ecologically 

outstanding river and river valley replete with farms and containing part of the 

principal North-South A470 highway (commercial, social and leisure route), a 

stretch of the Sustrans Lonlas Cymru National Cycle trail [route 42], and long 

lengths of the Wye Valley Walk. 

Historic Landscape Aspect Areas 

3.3.17 Historic Landscape Aspect Areas (HLAAs) within the Study Area are shown on 

Figure 5. 

Table 3 Historic Landscape Aspect Areas 

LANDMAP Unique ID LANDMAP Area Name LANDMAP Overall 

Evaluation (HL40) 

BRCKNHL847 Dyffryn Irfon High 

BRCKNHL849 Builth Wells Outstanding 

RDNRHL874 Upper Wye High 

BRCKNHL742 Llangoed High 

RDNRHL139 Llanelwedd Moderate 

3.3.18 The Site is located within the following two HLAA, which are described below: 

 BRCKNHL847 Dyffryn Irfon 

3.3.19 LANDMAP Summary Description: Extensive area of mixed fieldscape occupying 

the valleys and interfluvial spurs of the Duhonw, Irfon and Chwerfri rivers and 

their tributaries bounded on north and south by the converging upland blocks of 

northern Brecknock (Abergwesyn Common/Carnau and Mynydd Epynt) and on 

the east by the Wye valley... This dramatically undulating landscape contains a 

range of, predominantly post medieval, farms and farmteads, small medieval 

settlements (most notably Llanwrtyd), numerous small blocks of woodland, and 
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a complete set of Welsh archaeological sites - from mesolithic finds modern 

buildings. 

Geological Landscape Aspect Areas 

3.3.20 Only the Geological Landscape Aspect Areas (GLAAs) within which the Site is 

located are selected to be taken forward into the assessment. The Site is located 

within the following three GLAA, which is described below: 

  BRCKNGL860 Llanddewi'r Cwm 

3.3.21 BRCKNGL860 Llanddewi'r Cwm has a LANDMAP Rarity/Uniqueness (GL31) of 

Moderate and an Overall Evaluation (GL33) of Moderate. The LANDMAP 

justification of the overall evaluation is: Ludlow Llangammarch Fm trough 

succession with slumped beds. 

Landscape Habitats Aspect Areas 

3.3.22 Only the Landscape Habitat Aspect Area (LHAA) within which the Site is located 

is selected to be taken forward into the assessment. The Site is located within 

the following Landscape Habitat Aspect Area, which is described below: 

  BRCKNLH892 Irfon Valley 

3.3.23 MNTGMLH056 has a LANDMAP Connectivity/Cohesion (LH42) of High and an 

Overall Evaluation (LH45) of Moderate. The LANDMAP summary of the key 

features that define this area’s biodiversity character is: Agriculturally improved 

land of the Irfon River valley west of Builth Wells. Fragmented broadleaved 

woodland and watercourses provide a focus for biodiversity. A few very limited 

semi-natural grasslands are also still present. 
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3.4 Landscape Designations 

National Designations 

3.4.1 There are no national landscape designations (such as National Parks or Areas 

of Outstanding Natural Beauty) in the Study Area. 

Local Designations 

3.4.2 There are no local landscape designations (such as Special Landscape Areas) in 

the Study Area. 

3.5 Heritage Designations 

Landscapes with Heritage Designations 

3.5.1 No landscapes with heritage designations, such as Landscape of Special Historic 

Interest or Registered Parks and Gardens have been identified within the Study 

Area.  

Scheduled Ancient Monuments  

3.5.2 As Shown on Figure 6 one Scheduled Ancient Monuments (SAM) is located 

within the Study Area.   

3.5.3 Builth Castle SAM (ref: BR031) is located ~550m north of the Site, within Builth 

Wells, close ot the River Wye. The online database for the National Monuments 

Record of Wales describes the castle site: ‘Originally raised in the late eleventh 

century and re-fortified in stone between 1277 and 1282, Builth Castle was once 

described as "a fair castel of the Kinges". It was probably demolished in the late 

sixteenth century but the surviving earthworks now appear both complex and 

powerful. They are 140m by 151m overall.’1 

Listed Buildings 

3.5.4 As Shown on Figure 6 a number of listed buildings are shown within the Study 

Area. All are located close to the centre of Builth Wells, the closest to the Site 

being ~480m to the north of the Site. 

  

                                           
 

1 http://www.coflein.gov.uk/en/site/92025/details/builth-castle 
 

http://www.coflein.gov.uk/en/site/92025/details/builth-castle
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3.6 Visual Baseline 

3.6.1 This section describes the visual characteristics of the study area based on the 

baseline study and clarifications made through observations on site. 

3.6.2 The viewpoints are intended to cover views from a range of directions, 

representing the variety of views available within the Study Area, their locations 

are shown on Figure 7.  Photographs can only be taken from publicly accessible 

locations, such as roads or PRoW footpaths.  Photographs and photomontages 

are contained in Appendix 3 Visual Record.   

Table 4 Viewpoint Descriptions  

Viewpoint Approximate 

distance 

from Site 

Nearby 

Receptors 

Description of Panorama 

VP1 - Hill 

View 

~ 40m Residents of 

Hill View. 

Upper western parts of the surface of 

the Site, including a large oak tree are 

visible between the built form of two Hill 

View bungalows.  

The foreground of the view  contains 

typically suburban elements such as 

pavements, lighting columns, evergreen 

hedges and gardens, garages and 

bungalows. Beyond this foreground are 

longer distance views to rolling 

countryside, including a mix of pasture 

fields, hedgerows and areas that appear 

wooded.  In the background to the 

south more distant uplands can be seen 

in good visibility.  

VP2 – B4520 

and 

Reservoir 

Access 

~ 10m  Road users The Site is not visible due to screening 

by a dense roadside hedge, however, 

the upper parts of an oak tree within the 

Site can be seen above the hedge.  The 

foreground of the view includes the two-

lane B4520 Brecon Rd which is closely 

bound by a dense hedgerow which 

tends to screen much the potential view 

beyond. A palisade security gate 

providing access to the nearby reservoir 

is also visible close to the viewpoint. To 

the north, in the direction of Builth 

Wells, the upper parts of the existing Hill 

View development can be glimpsed in 

the distance, appearing above the 

roadside hedge.  

VP3 – B4520 

and PRoW 

~ 130m Road users, 

PRoW users.  

The Site is not visible due to screening 

by a dense roadside hedge and 

intervening mature trees.  The 

foreground of the view includes the two-

lane B4520 Brecon Rd which is bound by 
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a dense hedgerow and a line of timber 

telegraph poles. Above the hedgerow, 

upper parts of the wider landscape can 

be glimpsed, such as the top of Garth 

Hill.  To the north in the direction of 

Builth Wells, a roof of a property in Hill 

View can be glimpsed, appearing in line 

with the road. 

VP4 – Newry 

Rd near High 

Meadow 

~260m Residents, 

road users, 

users of Wye 

Valley Walk. 

This view is located at a field gate within 

a dense hedgerow that otherwise 

screens westward views for road users. 

Upper parts of the surface of the Site 

are partially visible as a background 

element among other similar fields. The 

Site is partially screened by tree cover 

and the landform of an intervening field.  

Parts of the built form of Hill View are 

visible adjacent to the Site and it 

extends in front of part of the Site 

adding to the partial screening of the 

Site. The foreground of the view is 

occupied by a relatively level pasture 

fields. The middle-ground of the view 

includes a number of trees that gives it 

a lightly wooded appearance, beyond 

which the land rises.  The background of 

the view also includes a number of trees 

that give it a lightly wooded appearance 

in places, including behind the Site.   

VP5 – Newry 

Rd near 

Jowayne 

~ 160m Residents, 

road users, 

users of Wye 

Valley Walk. 

This view is located at a field gate within 

a dense hedgerow that otherwise 

screens westward views for road users. 

Parts of the Site may be glimpsed 

among tree cover as a part of the 

background of the view.  

The foreground of the view features a 

stable with associated pasture, fencing 

and gravelled areas. The middle ground 

of the view features trees, areas of 

scrub and a timber H electricity pylon, 

behind which rise pasture fields, 

demarcated by hedgerows and featuring 

a number of large mature trees. The 

southern edge of the bungalows at Hill 

View can be glimpsed adjacent to the 

Site.  

VP6 – Garth 

Hill  

~ 1km PRoW and 

Open Access 

land users. 

Visitors to 

summit / trig 

point. 

This view is from the trig point at Garth 

Hill.   

A full 360o panoramic elevated view is 

available from this location.  Builth Wells 

is clearly visible to the north-west, as is 

the Royal Welsh Show Ground and 

Builth Wells Quarry.  The wider 
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landscape is undulating and consists of 

pasture fields, hedgerows, tree lines and 

areas of woodland. More distant uplands 

form the backdrop to much of the views.  

     

The surface of the field of the Site is 

visible in the middle-ground of the view 

adjacent to the built form of Hill View 

which itself forms the southern extent of 

the built form of Builth Wells. The 

mature trees on site partially screen 

parts of the Site.  
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4. TYPES OF EFFECTS  

Construction Effects 

4.1.1 Construction effects are considered in this section. Effects associated with the 

necessary long term land-take and the presence of above ground structures on 

the development site are considered in the subsequent operational section.  

The construction period at the time of writing is not known, however it is likely 

to take less 2 years.  Given the temporary nature of construction effects they 

will be discussed separately from operational effects only where pertinent. 

4.1.2 At the time of writing the construction management plans were unavailable but 

dome effects will result from the following: 

 Site clearance including vegetation removal; 

 Stripping of topsoil; 

 Storage for site-won and imported materials; 

 Construction compounds and workers’ facilities; 

 Movement and operation of construction machinery; 

 Temporary fencing; and 

 Ground Works 

Operational Effects 

4.1.3 Operation effects consider the completed Development. Operation effects will 

result from the following changes: 

 Built properties; 

 Access road infrastructure; 

 Fencing, signage and lighting; 

 Vehicle parking; 

 Vehicle movements; 

 Hard landscaping; and 

 Soft landscaping 

4.1.4 It is assumed that proposed tree planting will have a limited effect when the site 

is initially operational.  However, upon maturing it may increase screening or 

filtering of views and may reduce the magnitudes of change that would be 

sustained by landscape and visual receptors, typically as a mitigating or 

compensatory factor.  A Landscape Mitigation Plan (ref: 2916-001) accompanies 

the planning submission and reference is made to this where pertinent. 
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5. LANDSCAPE ASSESSMENT 

5.1.1 This section sets out how landscape elements, landscape character and 

landscape designations are likely to be affected by the Proposed Development 

and the level of that effect.  The assessment focuses on operational effects; 

however construction effects are discussed where pertinent.  

5.2 Landscape Elements: Trees and Hedges 

5.2.1 Trees and hedges are usually accorded medium sensitivity, however given the 

TPOs on the boundary trees of the Site, they are accorded high sensitivity for 

the purposes of this appraisal.  The Proposed Development retains all trees 

except a horse chestnut in poor condition recommended for removal within the 

Tree Report that accompanies the planning application.  The Proposed 

Development will result in the loss of a short section of roadside hedge 

(anticipated to be in the region of ~25m in length) to accommodate the new site 

entrance.  It should be noted that the Proposed Development features ~280m 

of new native hedgerow planting (see Landscape Mitigation Plan 2916-001) 

which would likely more than compensate for the loss of roadside hedge as it 

establishes. It is not anticipated that any trees will be removed as a direct 

requirement of the Proposed Development and that over 50 new trees are to 

be planted.  

5.2.2 Considering the above factors, the Proposed Development would result in a 

Very Low magnitude of change resulting in a Slight landscape effect which 

would be negative in the short term but as new planting establishes is likely to 

become positive.  

5.3 Landscape Character 

LANDMAP Visual and Sensory Aspect Areas 

 BRCKNVS529  Wye Valley Slopes 

5.3.1 This is the host VSAA for the Proposed Development and has an overall 

LANDMAP evaluation (VS50) of Outstanding.  The VSAA’s sensitivity is 

considered High.  The sensitivity is derived from a High Susceptibility to Change 

and a High Landscape Value. 

5.3.2 The Site covers approximately 0.15% of the VSAA (2.3ha of 1551ha). The Site is 

located on the northern edge of the VSAA where it abuts the markedly different 

VSAA BRCKNVS684 Builth Wells. 

5.3.3 The Proposed Development represents a change in land-use and landscape 

character within the VSAA to one that is not noted as being important to the 

VSAA (i.e. from pastoral to residential development).  However, it should be 

noted that the Proposed Development is adjacent to existing development of a 

similar type (i.e Hill View).  It should be noted further that within the Study Area 

the VSAA does include other areas of residential development similar to the 

Proposed Development, including Troed Y Bryn, Tyle Heulog and Tai-Ar-Y-Bryn, 
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in addition to Builth Wells County Primary School.  The above factors indicate 

that the Site may be considered part of the transitional landscape character 

zone between the more urban VSAA BRCKNVS684 Builth Wells and the more 

rural BRCKNVS529  Wye Valley Slopes. 

5.3.4 The Proposed Development would be visible from a number of points within the 

northern part of the VSAA, as indicated by Viewpoints 4, 5 and 6 and including 

parts of Garth Hill, although hedgerows and tree cover offers a degree of 

screening in some areas.  In those available views, the Proposed Development 

is likely to be seen in conjunction with the existing similar Hill View 

development, itself part of Builth Wells. Considering the above factors, the 

Proposed Development is unlikely to notably affect attractive views from within 

the VSAA to the point of altering this key characteristic of the VSAA.    

5.3.5 The effects caused by the Proposed Development upon the VSAA are 

considered to be small in scale and given the existing adjacent development (Hill 

View) and other similar developments within the northern edge of the VSAA, is 

unlikely to notably affect the overall integrity or key characteristics of the VSAA.  

The duration of effect is considered to be permanent and the extent of the 

effects is anticipated to be localised to the Site and some areas to the east to 

Garth Hill.  Considering the above factors the magnitude of change caused by 

the Proposed Development upon this VSAA is considered to be Low, with the 

nature of effect being Moderate-Slight. 

 BRCKNVS684 Builth Wells 

5.3.6 This VSAA is adjacent to the Proposed Development and has an overall 

LANDMAP evaluation (VS50) of Moderate.  The VSAA’s sensitivity is considered 

Medium.  The sensitivity is derived from a Medium Susceptibility to Change and 

a Medium Landscape Value. 

5.3.7 The VSAA covers Builth Wells including Hill View which is an existing residential 

development adjacent to the Site.  The Proposed Development represents a 

type of development that is indicative of and in keeping with the character of 

VSAA BRCKNVS684 Builth Wells.  Although it will be visible from parts of Hill 

View the Proposed Development is unlikely to affect key views out of the VSAA 

as Hill View and landform are likely to screen it from the rest of the VSAA. 

5.3.8 Considering the above factors the magnitude of change caused by the Proposed 

Development upon this VSAA is considered to be Negligible, with the nature of 

effect being Negligible. 

 BRCKNVS731 Duhonw Valley, BRCKNVS004 Wye Valley, 

BRCKNVS160 River Wye, BRCKNVS503 Irfon Valley East, 

RDNRVS141 Wye floor, south of Rhayader, and RDNRVS167 

River Wye. 

5.3.9 This above VSAAs are at a sufficient separation distance from the Site and/or 

with sufficient intervening screening that the Proposed Development is likely to 

result in no effects on the VSAAs. 
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LANDMAP Cultural Landscape Aspect Areas 

 BRCKNCL597 Wye Valley (Brecknockshire) 

5.3.10 This is the host CLAA for the Proposed Development and has an overall 

LANDMAP evaluation (CL40) of Outstanding.  The CLAA’s sensitivity is 

considered High.  The sensitivity is derived from a High Susceptibility to Change 

and a High Landscape Value. 

5.3.11 This CLAA is extensive, covering an area of ~56.3km2 of which the Site covers 

~0.04% (2.3ha of 5630ha).  

5.3.12 The CLAAs entry notes the landscape is predominantly rural, however it also 

notes a wide range of ‘particularly significant’ influences on the cultural 

landscape including urban settlement.  Although the Proposed Development 

will result in a loss of a pasture field, the hedgerows and on-site trees retained 

will allow the field pattern of the area to remain legible.   

5.3.13 Considering the above factors the magnitude of change caused by the Proposed 

Development upon this CLAA is considered to be Very Low, with the nature of 

effect being Slight. 

 BRCKNCL421 Builth Wells 

5.3.14  This CLAA is adjacent to the Proposed Development and has an overall 

LANDMAP evaluation (CL40) of Outstanding.  The CLAA’s sensitivity is 

considered High.  The sensitivity is derived from a High Susceptibility to Change 

and a High Landscape Value. 

5.3.15 The Proposed Development will be adjacent to the similar development of Hill 

View which is within CLAA BRCKNCL421 and will represent a type of 

development that is indicative of and in keeping with the character of the CLAA. 

The LANDMAP entry for the CLAA also notes the spa town of Builth Wells and 

the Royal Welsh Showground as being particularly significant components of the 

CLAA. The Proposed Development will not notably affect either component in 

landscape terms.  It should also be noted that the Proposed Development will 

not visible from the overwhelming majority of the CLAA.  

5.3.16 Considering the above factors the magnitude of change caused by the Proposed 

Development upon this CLAA, particularly considering the Site is not within the 

CLAA and the Proposed Development will not be visible from the overwhelming 

majority of the CLAA it is considered to be Negligible, with the nature of effect 

being Negligible. 

 RDNRCL006 Wye Valley (Radnorshire) 

5.3.17 This CLAA is at a sufficient separation distance from the Site with sufficient 

intervening screening that the Proposed Development is likely to result in no 

effects on the CLAA.  
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LANDMAP Historic Landscape Aspect Areas 

 BRCKNHL847 Dyffryn Irfon 

5.3.18 This is the host HLAA for the Proposed Development and has an overall 

LANDMAP evaluation (HL40) of High.  The CLAA’s sensitivity is considered High.  

The sensitivity is derived from a High Susceptibility to Change and a High 

Landscape Value. 

5.3.19 The HLAA is extensive and covers an area of ~184.9km2 of which the Site covers 

~0.01% (2.3ha of 18490ha) 

5.3.20 The HLAA’s LANDMAP entry notes a mixed fieldscape is a key pattern of the 

HLAA.  Although the Proposed Development will result in a loss of a pasture 

field, the hedgerows and on-site trees retained will allow the field pattern of the 

area to remain legible.  Reference to Figure 6 indicates that no Scheduled 

Ancient Monuments or Listed buildings are within or adjacent to the Site.  

5.3.21 Considering the above factors the magnitude of change caused by the Proposed 

Development upon this HLAA is considered to be Very Low, with the nature of 

effect being Slight. 

 BRCKNHL849 Builth Wells 

5.3.22 This HLAA is adjacent to the Proposed Development and has an overall 

LANDMAP evaluation (HL40) of Outstanding.  The HLAA’s sensitivity is 

considered High.  The sensitivity is derived from a High Susceptibility to Change 

and a High Landscape Value. 

5.3.23 The Proposed Development is adjacent to Hill View which is within

 BRCKNHL849. The Proposed development, being adjacent to the existing built 

form of Builth Wells, is likely to be interpreted as an extension of the town and, 

further, is unlikely to affect the legibility of the historic development of the 

town.  It should also be noted that the Proposed Development will not visible 

from the overwhelming majority of the CLAA.  

5.3.24 Considering the above factors the magnitude of change, particularly considering 

the Site is not within the HLAA and the Proposed Development will not be visible 

from the overwhelming majority of the HLAA, is considered to be Negligible, 

with the nature of effect being Negligible. 

 RDNRHL874 Upper Wye, BRCKNHL742 Llangoed, RDNRHL139 

Llanelwedd 

5.3.25 This above HLAAs are at a sufficient separation distance from the Site and/or 

with sufficient intervening screening that the Proposed Development is likely to 

result in no effects on the HLAAs. 
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LANDMAP Geological Landscape Aspect Areas 

 BRCKNGL860 Llanddewi'r Cwm 

5.3.26 This is the host GLAAsfor the Proposed Development and has an overall 

LANDMAP evaluation (GL33) of Moderate.  The GLAA’s sensitivity is considered 

Medium.  The sensitivity is derived from a Medium Susceptibility to Change and 

a Medium Landscape Value. 

5.3.27 Although the Proposed Development will include excavation, it is unlikely to 

notably alter the underlying geology or notably affect legibility of geology, 

geomorphology or associated processes at a scale to notably affect the GLAA. 

5.3.28 Considering the above factors the magnitude of change caused by the Proposed 

Development upon this Area is considered to be Negligible, with the nature of 

effect being Negligible. 

LANDMAP Landscape Habitats Aspect Areas 

 BRCKNLH892 Irfon Valley 

5.3.29 This is the host LHAA for the Proposed Development and has an overall 

LANDMAP evaluation (LH45) of Moderate.  The LHAA’s sensitivity is considered 

Medium.  The sensitivity is derived from a Medium Susceptibility to Change and 

a Medium Landscape Value. 

5.3.30 The Proposed Development will result in a loss of an area of improved grassland 

which is abundant within the LHAA.  The additional hedge, tree planting and 

meadow seeding is likely to mitigate against this in the longer term.  

5.3.31 The scale of effects caused by the Proposed Development upon the LHAA are 

considered to be small in scale and unlikely to notably affect the overall integrity 

of the HLAA. The duration of effect is considered to be permanent.  The extent 

of the effects is anticipated to be localised to the Site and some of its immediate 

environs.  Considering the above factors the magnitude of change caused by the 

Proposed Development upon this LHAA is considered to be Negligible, with the 

nature of effect being Negligible. 

5.4 Landscape Designations 

5.4.1 As discussed in Section 3.4 Landscape Designations, no landscape designations 

have been identified within the Site or Study Area. 

5.5 Heritage Designations 

5.5.1 No landscapes with heritage designations, such as Landscape of Special Historic 

Interest or Registered Parks and Gardens have been identified within the Study 

Area.  
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Scheduled Ancient monuments 

5.5.2 As discussed in Section 3.5 the Study Area includes one Scheduled Ancient 

Monuments, namely Builth Castle (ref: BR031). 

 Builth Castle 

5.5.3 Builth Castle, features a  mound and occupies a low-lying position close to the 

River Wye. Intervening landform and built form is likely to screen any potential 

views to the Proposed Development.  Therefore the Proposed Development is 

likely to result in no effect on the SAM. 

Listed Buildings 

5.5.4 None of the listed buildings shown on Figure 6 are likely to offer views to the 

Proposed Development due to a combination of landform, separation distance 

and vegetation.  The Proposed Development is therefore likely to result in no 

effect on Listed Buildings.   
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6. VISUAL ASSESSMENT 

6.1 Introduction 

6.1.1 This section identifies the potential visual impacts of the Proposed Development 

upon a range of identified visual receptors within the Study Area including 

residents, users of Public Rights of Way, road users and recreational receptors.  

6.2 Residential Receptors 

6.2.1 All residential receptors are considered to be High sensitivity receptors, given 

the likelihood that views out may be highly valued and that views may have the 

potential to be highly susceptible to change.  Only those residential receptors 

within close proximity and those likely to obtain some views to the Proposed 

Development are considered below.  

Residents of Hill View (see Viewpoint 01) 

6.2.2 The properties of Hill View are bungalows located to the immediate north of the 

Site, on a slope descending to the east from the B4520 Brecon Road. 

6.2.3 Residents of the 10 southernmost properties have some open views from 

windows to the south over the Site and to wider countryside beyond.  These 

properties can be seen in Internal Site View A, along with some properties of 

Hill View adjacent to the northern side of Hill View (road) which have some 

partial views of the Site (See Viewpoint 01) above or between the southernmost 

existing properties.   

6.2.4 The Proposed Development will be visible in close-distance southwards views 

from the 10 southernmost properties of Hill View. For some of those residents 

on the northern side of Hill View road the Proposed Development may be 

partially glimpsed in some cases, and appear above and/or between a 

foreground dominated by the existing 10 southernmost bungalows of Hill View.  

Due to topography views of the Proposed Development from Hill View are likely, 

in most cases, to be over the gardens and rooftops of the closest proposed 

bungalows (~20 to ~40m from southernmost Hill View bungalows) to further 

elements of the Proposed Development (i.e. housing, gardens, access roads, 

tree planting) and the retained mature trees of the Site.  While views to wider 

countryside beyond will be partially screened for residents of Hill View it is likely 

that some longer distance views to countryside and uplands will remain above 

and between the built-form of the Proposed Development.  

6.2.5 It should be noted that although there will be changes to southwards views from 

Hill View  the Proposed Development is of a type that is congruous with Hill View 

itself (i.e. housing) with single storey dwellings proposed closest to the existing 

estate.  

6.2.6 The Landscape Mitigation Plan (drawing 2916-001) shows a proposed native 

hedge and tree planting along the Site’s northern boundary with Hill View. This 
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proposed planting will, as it establishes, provide filtering of views from Hill View, 

softening views of the Proposed Development.  

6.2.7 Considering the above factors, the proposed development is likely to result in a 

Medium magnitude of change for residents of the 10 southernmost properties 

of Hill View and a Very Low magnitude of change for those residents of 

properties north of Hill View road in cases where properties offer some partial 

views to the Site. This would result in up to a Moderate nature of effect for 

residents of the 10 southern-most properties of Hill View and up to a Slight 

nature of effect for those residents north of Hill View road in cases where 

properties offer some partial views to the Site.   

Residents of Newry Road to north-east of Site including High 

Meadow, Westfield, Awelon, Larbourne, Sutton and 

Newfound Well (see Viewpoint 4) 

6.2.8 These properties are slightly elevated such that they offer residents westwards 

views above the roadside hedge. The Site is at a minimum separation distance 

of between ~170m and ~270m from the properties and is likely to be partially 

visible in angled views as a background element partially screened by landform, 

the development at Hill View, and tree cover.  

6.2.9 The built form of the Proposed Development is likely to be partially visible as a 

background element in angled views from the properties and is likely to appear 

as an extension of the development at Hill View. The on-site retained trees will 

screen/filter parts of the Proposed Development in addition to 

screening/filtering by trees in the intervening landscape.   

6.2.10 Considering the above factors, notably the partial and angled nature of the 

views, the separation distance and association with existing development, the 

proposed development is likely to result in a Very Low magnitude of change 

resulting in up to a Slight nature of effect. 

Residents of Jowayne on Newry Road top west of Site (see 

Viewpoint 5) 

6.2.11 This property as at a minimum separation distance of ~160m from the Site and 

is slightly elevated such that it is likely to offer residents some westwards views 

above the roadside hedge.  The Site is likely to be partially visible in angled views 

from the property as a background element partially screened by tree cover. It 

should be noted that the principal elevation of the property appears to face 

southwards away from the Site and that garden vegetation may screen some of 

the potential westwards views towards the Site.  

6.2.12 The built form of the Proposed Development is likely to be partially visible as a 

background element in angled views from the property and is likely to appear 

as an extension of the development at Hill View. The on-site retained trees will 

screen/filter parts of the Proposed Development in addition to 

screening/filtering by trees in the intervening landscape.   
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6.2.13 Considering the above factors, notably the partial and angled nature of the 

views, the separation distance and association with existing development, the 

proposed development is likely to result in a Very Low magnitude of change 

resulting up to a Slight nature of effect. 

Residents of Newry Farm and nearby cottages 

6.2.14 Newry Farm is at a minimum separation distance of ~320m from the Site with 

nearby cottages at between ~360m and ~410 m from the Site.  Of the properties 

in this group, Newry Farm is likely to offer the clearest closest views to the Site 

and thus is the focus of this section.  The principal elevation of the Newry Farm 

appears to be to the south.  The Site is likely to be partially visible in angled 

views to the north-east from Newry Farm as a background element partially 

screened by tree cover.  

6.2.15 The built form of the Proposed Development is likely to be partially visible as a 

minor background element in angled views from the property and is likely to 

appear as an extension of the development at Hill View. The on-site retained 

trees and hedges will screen/filter parts of the Proposed Development in 

addition to screening/filtering by trees in the intervening landscape.   

6.2.16 Considering the above factors, notably the separation distance and partial and 

angled nature of the views, the proposed development is likely to result in up 

to a Very Low magnitude of change resulting up to a Slight nature of effect. 

Residents of Builth Wells, other than at Hill View. 

6.2.17 Residents of Builth Wells (other than at Hill View) are unlikely to obtain views 

to the Proposed Development due to screening by landform and Hill View.   

6.2.18 Considering the above factors, the proposed development is likely to result in 

no effect. 

6.3 Users of Long Distance Trails, Sustrans Routes and Public 

Rights of Way 

Wye Valley Walk (Viewpoints 4 and 5) 

6.3.1 Users of the Wye Valley Walk are considered to be High sensitivity receptors, 

given the likelihood that views, where available, are likely to be highly valued 

and that these views may have the potential to be highly susceptible to change.   

6.3.2 The overwhelming majority of the Wye Valley Walk that passes through the 

Study Area offers no views to the Site due to screening by roadside hedges.  The 

Site may be partially glimpsed at field gates within the roadside hedge, with 

some screening by intervening trees and landform, for example at Viewpoints 4 

and 5.  However, it should be noted that such views from field gates are not 

notable views within the context of the trail or points where walkers are likely 

to linger.   
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6.3.3 Walkers may therefore obtain partial glimpsed transient views to the Proposed 

Development as they pass field gates but it is feasible that the Proposed 

Development may be missed by walkers using the section of the Wye Valley 

Walk that passes through the Study Area.   

6.3.4 Considering the above factors, notably the infrequency of available views and 

their partial nature, the proposed development is likely to result in a Negligible 

magnitude of change resulting in a Negligible nature of effect. 

Sustrans Routes 8 and 41 

6.3.5 Users of Sustrans Route 81 are unlikely to obtain views to the Proposed 

Development due to intervening land form and/or built form. Therefore the 

Proposed Development will result in no effect for users of Sustrans Routes 8 

and 41. 

Garth Hill Public Right of Way and Open Access Land 

(Viewpoint 6) 

6.3.6 Visitors to Garth Hill are considered to be High sensitivity receptors, given that 

views are likely to be highly valued and that these views may have the potential 

to be highly susceptible to change.   

6.3.7 Visitors to the top of Garth Hill gain elevated panoramic views across a range of 

landscapes, including countryside and Builth Wells.  The surface of the majority 

of the field of the Site is visible adjacent to Hill View of Builth Wells, although 

existing mature trees on Site provide some partial screening.  

6.3.8 The proposed development will be visible in a small proportion the middle-

ground of a long distance view adjacent to the similar existing development of 

Hill View and is likely to be perceived as an extension to the built form of Builth 

Wells. The retained mature trees and hedges on Site are likely to soften the built 

form of the Proposed Development and soften the edge to Builth Wells in 

comparison to that currently provided by Hill View.  The Proposed development 

is unlikely to notably detract from the extensive and panoramic qualities of the 

view or provide a particular new focal point within the view or screen parts of 

the wider landscape.  

6.3.9 The Landscape Mitigation Plan (drawing 2916-001) shows a proposed tree 

planting that as it establishes is likely to further soften the built form of the 

Proposed Development in this view.  

6.3.10 Considering the above factors, notably the separation distance and association 

with similar existing built form, the proposed development is likely to result in 

a Very Low magnitude of change resulting in up to a Slight nature of effect. 
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Other Public Rights of Way 

6.3.11 Users of other Public Rights of Way in the Study Area are considered to be High 

sensitivity receptors, given that views are likely to be highly valued and that 

these views may have the potential to be highly susceptible to change.   

6.3.12 No other Public Rights of Way (PRoW) are likely to offer particularly discernible 

views to the Proposed Development due to topography and screening 

vegetation. Viewpoint 3 is located at the end of a PRoW on the B4520 but at this 

point the Proposed Development is likely to be almost entirely screened by the 

combination of roadside vegetation and landform, except where a narrow 

partial glimpse along the B4520 to built form may be possible, although Hill View 

already appears in this view.  It should be noted that this PRoW was walked by 

the assessor and it is unlikely that the Proposed Development would be visible 

from any other point on its length.  No views to the Proposed Development are 

likely from Cnwc-Y-Llo Road (a PRoW ~300m to the east of the Site) due to 

screening vegetation and landform.  

6.3.13 Considering the above factors the proposed development is likely to result in no 

greater than a Negligible magnitude of change resulting in a Negligible nature 

of effect 

6.4 Road Receptors  

6.4.1 For road users in the Study Area the value of the views and susceptibility to 

change are considered to be Medium for these receptors, as the users may not 

be engaged specifically in landscape-related activities, but benefit from scenic 

surroundings. The sensitivity of these receptors is considered to be Medium. 

Users of B4520 Brecon Road (Viewpoints 2 and 3) 

6.4.2 The B4520 is a two lane road flanked by roadside hedges and extends south 

from Builth Wells.  The national speed limit is applicable south of Hill View while 

north of this point a 30mph speed limit is in place. 

6.4.3 Heading North: It should be noted that due to the Site’s sloping topography the 

base of all proposed houses are set below the existing hedge that lines the 

B4520 and as such screening by the retained majority of this hedge is 

particularly notable.  Road users heading north towards Builth Wells are likely 

to obtain their first glimpse views of the buildings of the Site near Viewpoint 3.  

At this viewpoint the built form of Hill View is already visible ahead and the 

Proposed Development would appear of a similar scale and type in front of Hill 

View, thereby not particularly altering the view.  Nearly all properties of the 

Proposed Development would be screened by the roadside hedges as users pass 

the Site, due to the majority of development being lower than the road. 

However, the new entrance and the proposed housing immediately adjacent to 

the entrance are likely to become visible in transient views after users have 

passed Viewpoint 2.  Road users will have already had views to the built form of 

Hill View by this point as can be seen in Viewpoint 2.   
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6.4.4  Heading South: The proposed development will effectively extend the visible 

edge of Builth Wells from the southern edge of Hill View to the new proposed 

entrance and the adjacent proposed houses. The elements will be visible in 

transient views.  However, after road users have passed the new access, the 

Proposed Development is likely to be entirely screened by the retained roadside 

hedge.  

6.4.5 Considering the above factors, notably the high level of screening, transient 

nature of views and the site entrance’s close association with existing 

development, the Proposed Development will result in a Low magnitude of 

change resulting up to a Slight nature of effect 

Users of Newry Road 

6.4.6 Newry Road as it passes through the Study Area is a single lane flanked by 

hedges.  The Site is not readily discernible due to screening by roadside hedges, 

except where field gates provide gaps in the hedges, such at Viewpoints 4 and 

5.   

6.4.7 The Proposed Development will not be visible from the overwhelming majority 

of Newry Lane due to screening by roadside hedges.  The built form of the 

Proposed Development may be glimpsed as road users pass field gateways, 

however, given the partial and transient nature of these glimpsed views it is 

likely that the Proposed Development will be missed by casual observer.  

6.4.8 Considering the above factors the Proposed Development will result in a 

Negligible magnitude of change resulting in a Negligible nature of effect. 
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7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

7.1 Landscape Effects 

Landscape Elements 

7.1.1 There is likely to be a Slight landscape effect on the tree and hedge resource of 

the Site as result of the Proposed Development, this would be initially negative 

as a result of the loss of a small section of roadside hedgerow to allow for the 

Site’s entrance.  However, the effect is likely to become positive as proposed 

tree and hedge planting across the Site establishes, increasing the quantity and 

quality of the tree and hedge resource within the Site.  

Landscape Character 

7.1.2 The greatest nature of effect is Moderate-slight for the host LANDMAP Visual 

& Sensory Aspect Area BRCKNVS529 Wye Valley Slopes. 

7.1.3 A Slight nature of effect is likely for the host Cultural Landscape Aspect Area 

 BRCKNCL597 Wye Valley and host Historic Landscape Aspect Area BRCKNHL847 

Dyffryn Irfon. 

7.1.4 All other LANDMAP Aspect Areas within the Study Area are likely to sustain a 

Negligible nature of effect or no effect as a result of the proposed development.  

Landscape Designations 

7.1.5 No Landscape Designations are located within the Site or Study Area  

Heritage Designations 

7.1.6 No landscapes with heritage designations are located within the Site or Study 

Area.  The one Scheduled Ancient Monuments (SAMs) within the Study Area, 

namely Builth Castle is likely to sustain no effect as a result of the Proposed 

Development.  Listed buildings within the Study Area are likely to sustain no 

effect as a result of the Proposed Development.  

7.2 Visual Effects  

Residential Receptors 

7.2.1 The highest nature of effect would be Moderate for residents of the 10 

southern-most properties of Hill View.   

7.2.2 Residents of Hill View properties north of Hill View road would sustain no 

greater than a Slight nature of effect, in cases where views to the Proposed 

Development would be available. 

7.2.3 Residents of properties on Newry Road to the north-east of the Site and 

residents of Jowayne and Newry Farm (and nearby cottages) would sustain no 

greater than a Slight nature of effect. 
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7.2.4 All other residents within the Study Area would sustain either a Negligible 

nature of effect or no effect.  

Users of Long Distance Trails, Sustrans Routes , Public Rights 

of Way and Open Access Land. 

7.2.5 Visitors to Garth Hill (Open Access Land and Public Right of Way) would sustain 

no greater than a Slight nature of effect as a result of the Proposed 

Development.  

7.2.6 Users of other Public Rights of Way within the Study Area are likely to sustain 

no greater than a Negligible nature of effect.  

7.2.7 Users of Sustrans Routes 8 and 41 are likely to sustain no effect as a result of 

the Proposed Development.  

Road and Rail Users 

7.2.8 Users of the B4520 Brecon Road will sustain up to a Slight nature of effect as a 

result of the Proposed Development.  Users of Newry Road will sustain a 

Negligible nature of effect as result of the Proposed Development.   

7.3 Conclusion 

7.3.1 The Proposed Development is likely to generate no greater than one Moderate-

slight landscape effect, and no greater than Moderate visual effects for 

residents of 10 adjacent properties. Considering the above factors, both the Site 

and the Proposed Development are considered suitable and acceptable in 

landscape and visual terms.  
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Appendix 1: Methodologies 

Landscape and Visual Appraisal (LVA) Overview 

Landscape and Visual Appraisal is a tool used to inform planning decisions on the likely effects 

of a Proposed Development upon the landscape resources and visual amenity experienced in a 

given area.  

The methodology has been developed in accordance with the Guidelines for Landscape and 

Visual Assessment, Third Edition (GLVIA3), published by the Landscape Institute, which is 

generally regarded as the industry standard.  In accordance with GLVIA3, the scope of this 

assessment has been tailored in response to the scale of the Proposed Development, to provide 

information that is “appropriate and proportional” for the understanding of the Proposed 

Development in its context (para. 1.17).  

As the title suggests, LVAs are composed of two types of assessment – the first of which is 

concerned with effects upon the landscape (i.e. physical and character changes) and the second 

is concerned with the visual effects experienced by people.   

This assessment is based on a desktop study of publicly available information, specialist 

computer modelling, and field work undertaken on the Site and study area.  

It is important to note that this assessment contains objective information and subjective 

judgements based on professional opinion. Subjectivity is avoided as much as possible by 

focusing on the objective description of the changes to views, rather than potential viewers 

reactions to these changes.  

Susceptibility of Landscape Receptors 

The Susceptibility to Change of landscape receptors describes the landscape’s ability to maintain 

its baseline condition while accommodating development. Determining Susceptibility is reliant 

on the interaction between the specific landscape in question and the specific development in 

question, therefore it does not form part of the baseline information (as recorded landscape 

character studies might record ‘Sensitivity’) but is part of the assessment of effects. (GLVIA3 

para. 5.42).  The Susceptibility of a landscape to development is recorded on a verbal scale of 

High, Medium to Low, with justification for the judgement provided. Examples of landscape 

susceptibility are described below: 

• High – landscapes which are highly cohesive, in good condition, with historical 

and vernacular features intact and low levels of development. These landscapes 

are likely to be subject to conservation designations. 

• Medium – landscapes in which some development is seen, but which are still 

largely intact and cohesive, in good condition, with some historical features.  

• Low – landscapes which are generally regarded as being in poor condition, in 

which a large degree of change is present, with discordant features and little 

historical or vernacular character is present.  

Value of Landscape Receptors 

The Value of the landscape considers the importance of that landscape to society.  Landscape 

designations are considered as a starting point, but individual elements may also be considered, 

such as geological formations or tree planting. Examples of landscape valuation are given below: 
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• High – Landscapes of international importance, such as AONBs, National Trails, 

World Heritage Sites, and National Parks.  Registered Parks and Gardens and 

Scheduled Ancient Monuments may also be included depending on their listing. 

• Medium – Locally valued recreational landscapes, such as Country Parks, 

popular trails, Open Access Land or well-known areas of scenic beauty.  

Everyday landscapes valued by the local community, such as residential 

neighbourhoods. 

• Low – Landscapes which are dominated by commercial and industrial 

development and/or with little evidence of being valued by the community. 

 

Table 1: Sensitivity of Landscape Receptors 

Landscape Value Susceptibility to Change 

High Medium Low 

High High Medium-High Medium 

Medium Medium-High Medium Medium-Low 

Low Medium Medium-Low Low 

 

Susceptibility to Change of Visual Receptors 

Visual receptors are always people, but may be classed in different categories dependent upon 

the activities engaged in at the location where the view is experienced. For example: 

High – This category is for viewers engaged in activities involving enjoyment of the landscape, 

or for views from residential properties, which may be of significance for the inhabitants due to 

the long term experience of such views, or the limited availability of views.  Of particular 

susceptibility are residential properties with views experienced from the main living spaces of a 

dwelling, such as living rooms, kitchens and to some degree gardens, where views may be part 

of the enjoyment of the property, and are experienced in daylight hours. Users of well-known 

recreational footpaths and public open spaces designed for landscape appreciation and visitors 

to historic properties may also be considered highly susceptible to change.  

Medium – This category covers viewers who are not primarily engaged in landscape enjoyment, 

but views may add to their experience. This includes visitors to hospitals, offices, places of 

worship, sports grounds, schools, National Cycle Routes and users of roads where the speed of 

travel is low enough to allow enjoyment of scenery.  

Low – This category is for viewers who are engaged in activities which have no relationship to 

the landscape, generally workers or others engaged in industrial, retail or high speed travel 

activities. 

Value of Visual Receptors’ Views 

The value of a view is closely linked to its susceptibility, but the differentiation helps to 

distinguish between views that may relate to a given receptor, but which might themselves be 
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of a different value, i.e. a view from a residential property over an industrial complex, or a view 

from a motorway which provides panoramas over an AONB. 

• High – Highly valued views include those that take in views associated with a 

designated or promoted landscape, public viewpoints associated with historic 

assets, or close range views of townscapes.  Unrestricted, panoramic views of 

the countryside or seascape may also be highly valued. 

• Medium – Restricted or compromised views of open countryside, heritage 

assets or townscape. 

• Low – Unrestricted views of degraded landscapes, close range views of 

industrial or infrastructure features. 

Table 2: Sensitivity of Visual Receptors 

Value of View Susceptibility to Change 

High Medium Low 

High High Medium-High Medium 

Medium Medium-High Medium Medium-Low 

Low Medium Medium-Low Low 

 

Magnitude of Landscape Change  

The magnitude of landscape change is an expression of the degree of addition, change or loss 

which would be experienced by the baseline landscape conditions and is classified as high, 

medium, low or negligible. The magnitude of predicted change sustained by any landscape 

receptor is a product of the following considerations: 

 Scale: The degree or scale of change to the landscape resource: some of these changes 

may be quantifiable, for example, the number of trees to be lost or the length of 

hedgerow lost as a result of a proposed development. Nevertheless the scale of other 

changes, in particular changes to more aesthetic characteristics are more difficult to 

precisely evaluate and must rely upon a degree of professional judgement. Other 

considerations include: 

 Duration: The changes and the consequent effect(s) may be restricted to particular 

periods of the day or they may be seasonal. Magnitudes of change may be affected by 

factors such as seasonal changes in vegetation or landscape management, for example, 

as a consequence of arable crop harvesting or coppicing and hedge laying; 

 Permanence: The degree of permanence of the changes: changes and their consequent 

effects may be considered as temporary or long term; 

 Indirect effects: these are effects which are not a direct result of the development, but 

are often produced away from it. Indirect effects often occur where proposals are in 

adjacent or distant character areas and the effect is on the context or setting. 

 

General guidance is provided below which gives examples of how different considerations 

interact to produce different landscape magnitude categories. However it is recognised that for 

some developments in certain locations there may be combinations of factors that do not 
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comply with the range of effects set out in the table. In these situations professional judgement 

has to be made concerning the definition of the level of landscape effects. 

 High Magnitude: Total loss or major alteration to key elements/features of the baseline 

conditions such that the post-development character/composition/attributes of the 

baseline will be fundamentally altered.  These notable changes may occur over an 

extensive area or intensive change over a more limited area or complete loss of notable 

features or elements or the addition of new uncharacteristic features or elements that 

would lead to a change in the overall landscape quality and character 

 Medium Magnitude: Partial loss or alteration to key elements/features/characteristics 

of the baseline conditions such that the character/composition/attributes of the 

baseline will be partially changed. 

 Low Magnitude:  Minor loss or alteration. Change arising from the loss/alteration will 

be discernible but the underlying character/composition/attributes of the baseline 

condition will be similar to the post-development circumstances/patterns. 

 Very Low Magnitude: Very minor loss or alteration. Change arising from the 

loss/alteration may be discernible but is likely to be small in scale in comparison to the 

resource and to types/elements that are noted key characteristics of the baseline 

condition.  

 Negligible: Negligible loss or change to key elements/features/characteristics of the 

baseline conditions. Changes will be barely distinguishable when considering the 

receptor as a whole, approximating to a ‘no change’ situation.    

 

Magnitude of Visual Change 

The magnitude of visual change is described as high, medium, low or negligible to take account 

of possible landscape changes which may affect a visual receptor’s view. The magnitude of visual 

change is described by reference to: 

• Scale: The scale of change in the receptor’s view and the loss or addition of 

features in that view and changes in the composition and extent of view 

affected. The scale of the development relative to its landscape setting may be 

more or less emphasised by the presence or lack of scale indicators1; 

• Contrast: The degree of contrast or integration of any new features or changes 

in the views with the existing or remaining visual elements and characteristics 

in terms of mass, scale, colour and texture; 

• Distance: The distance between the visual receptor and the development and 

the frequency and ease with which the development may be viewed by visual 

receptors or from a particular Viewpoint taking into account seasonal factors 

such as leaf loss and weather conditions. For this LVA distance is defined as: 

- Close distance - up to 100m; 

- Middle distance - 100 to 1000 m; 

- Long distance - over 1000 m. 

• Angle: The angle of the main direction of the view and whether the 

development would be viewed against the skyline or a background landscape; 
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• Duration: The duration, whether temporary or long term, intermittent or 

continuous and seasonal 

General guidance is provided below which provides examples of how different considerations 

interact to produce different visual magnitude categories. 

 High Magnitude: A major change, obstruction of a view or intrusion into a view by new 

elements that are incongruous or discordant with the context of the baseline view and 

which are directly visible and likely to appear in the foreground and may screen views 

to the horizon. 

 Medium Magnitude:  A moderate change or partial view of a new element(s) within the 

view which may be readily noticed directly and appearing in the fore-ground or middle-

ground. Some key parts of the overall view are likely to remain. New elements may have 

some precedent within the view or the context of the view. 

 Low Magnitude:  A low level of change.  Typically partly screened or mitigated and 

appearing in the middle-ground or background of the view. New elements may appear 

associated with similar existing elements within the view.  

 Very Low Magnitude: A very low level of change affecting a small part of the view which 

may be obliquely viewed or partly screened and/or appearing in the background 

landscape.  Parts of the new elements may be discernible but are typically congruous 

and closely associated with similar existing elements within the view. 

 Negligible: Few viewers affected by a small or intermittent change to the view which 

may be obliquely viewed and/or mostly screened and/or appearing in the distant 

background and/or at long distance and therefore small scale and/or viewed at high 

speeds over short periods and capable of being missed by the casual observer.  

Nature of Effect 

Nature of Effect considers the Sensitivity of the Receptor in combination with the Magnitude of 

Change resulting from the proposal.  

Table 3: Nature of Effect 

Magnitude Sensitivity 

High Medium Low 

High Major Moderate Moderate-

Slight 

Medium Moderate Moderate-

Slight 

Slight 

Low Moderate-

Slight 

Slight Negligible 

Very Low Slight Negligible Negligible 

Negligible Negligible Negligible Negligible 

 

In some cases the Magnitude of Change may be considered to be low enough such that the 

Nature of Effect would be Negligible for a High sensitivity receptor.  
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Photography 

The photographic fieldwork for LVA is carried out in fair weather conditions, such as sun, partly 

cloudy or high white overcast.  Ideally LVA fieldwork takes place in the winter, to avoid 

obstruction of views by trees and hedges in leaf, ensuring a “worst case scenario” for visibility. 

Fieldwork for this project was carried out in March in fair weather conditions, with trees in 

partial leaf. 

The camera used for viewpoint photography was a Nikon D3200 digital SLR. Shots were taken 

from ~1.6m above ground. 

Both panorama and single-frame photographs are supplied where available and the panoramas 

annotated to aid assessment. 

Panoramas 

Panoramas are included to give contextual information to the viewer regarding the landscape 

beyond the photomontage. They are not intended to cover specific angles of view or to be 

viewed at a specific distance. The panoramas are produced using the Adobe Photoshop. An 

approximate 30% overlap was used.  
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Appendix 2: Figures 

NB: All figures intended to be printed at A3. 

Figure 1: Study Area 

Figure 2: Topography 

Figure 3 LANDMAP Visual and Sensory Aspect Areas 

Figure 4 LANDMAP Cultural Landscape Aspect Areas 

Figure 5 LANDMAP Historic Landscape Aspect Areas 

Figure 6: Heritage Designations 

Figure 7: Viewpoint Locations 
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Appendix 3: Visual Record 

Panorama photographs from site 

 Internal Site Views: ‘A’ and ‘B’ 

Viewpoint panoramas and single-frame photographs 

 Viewpoint 01 Panorama – Hill View 

 Viewpoint 01 Single Frame – Hill View 

 Viewpoint 02 Panorama – B4520 and Reservoir Access 

 Viewpoint 02 Single Frame - B4520 and Reservoir Access 

 Viewpoint 03 Panorama - B4520 and PRoW 

 Viewpoint 03 Single Frame - B4520 and PRoW 

 Viewpoint 04 Panorama – Newry Rd near High Meadow 

 Viewpoint 04 Single Frame - Newry Rd near High Meadow 

 Viewpoint 05 Panorama - Newry Rd near Jowayne 

 Viewpoint 05 Single Frame - Newry Rd near Jowayne 

 Viewpoint 06 Panorama – Garth Hill 

 Viewpoint 06 Single Frame – Garth Hill 
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